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EDITOR’S NOTE

It is the most wonderful time of the year, and we all hope we are on Santa’s good list as Christmas shopping is underway.

The Gardens Mall is bright and cheery with its Christmas decorations to get everyone in the holiday mood. You will  
also find new faces including Bvlgari, Tory Burch and LORD’s 1974 if you’re in the search for that something special. 
There is also more reason for you to stop by the 6th Floor. Not only is it home to Sage Restaurant & Wine Bar, 
as well as Wei-Ling Contemporary but also home to Les Suites with Celest Thoi, theOccasions Eventeur and MunKeat 
Photography – a venue for all your wedding needs. The Gardens Theatre, now in its third year, has made the 6th Floor 
the ultimate arts and culture venue. With the opening of The Studio, a concept/lifestyle store dedicated to ASEAN 
designers and artisans, the 6th Floor has never looked better.

Change, good or bad, is inevitable… and so, we search for that silver lining. That was the subtle inspiration for this 
year’s fashion spread. ‘Grey Matters’ is really a completely opposite take from the jolly, colourful pages of previous 
Gardens magazine issues. Instead, Simplicity is the name of the game. There are still splashes of colour, prints and 
colour blocking, but brands including Hermès, Burberry, Prada and Emporio Armani show us that at the end of the day 
nothing looks more elegant than a black suit or a pure white dress.

Big thank you to CENTRO W Salon , THREE and Glitters Nails & Waxing Salon for their time and support.

Happy Holidays, be kind to one another.

Bowers & Wilkins 800 Series in 
Abbey Road Studio

CT 800 – Award winning private 
cinema system

Discover the world’s best

Business & 
Weatherproof

Home Cinema Wireless Bluetooth Headphone Soundbar Marine

No.1
in UK and 

North 
America**

“The B&W 800 series 
is the only speaker 

that I have found 
that allows me to 
accurately listen 

to how the original 
performance has 

been recorded”
Peter Cobbin

(Recording Engineer, 
on his work at Abbey Road Studio)

www.theexperts.asia
Like us on Facebook: Bowers & Wilkins Showroom Malaysia
S-207, 2nd floor, The Gardens Mall, Tel: +6012-646 2738

+Award granted by the British Queen to B&W for outstanding innovation for creating the Diamond Dome
**UK’s No.1 exported loudspeaker brand and North America’s No.1 imported speaker brand

The Silver 
Lining
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NEW NEW

Inside every woman is a secret diva, a sensual part 
of herself that sets her apart, shining innately and 
radiating with her own unique charisma. Enchanted 
by the magnetism and beauty of a diva, Bvlgari 
captures her allure within its Divas’ Dream collection. 
Dating back decades, Bvlgari has been inseparable 
from the alluring celebrities since the Dolce Vita 
era, when movie stars discovered their love for the 
renowned Italian jeweller. Divas’ Dream captures the 
glamour, exalts the grace and reflects the radiance 
of today’s stunning divas. Immortalising the iconic 
women of our time, this season’s Divas’ Dream  
jewels are a dreamy tribute to female charisma. 
 
In the stunning new collection, the diva within 
the woman is revealed, expressed by precious 
gemstones that are accentuated in precious metals 
and gemstones, carved into fantastical facets that 
express her every mood and style. Effortless in her 
elegance, the refined diva chooses the iconic Divas’ 
Dream shape for its distinctive simplicity and sparkle. 
Smiling with her natural beauty, this diva can pair her 
jewels or not – as adaptable as they are unique – 
choosing from playful earrings or pendants, bracelets 
or rings.
 
When glamour is called for, the diva shows off her 
seductive, sophisticated side. Resplendent in the 
Divas’ Dream design of her choice, she becomes 
the star of the night. Embracing the glamour of the  
iconic collection, her diverse styles, moods and 
attributes are reflected with the multiple facets of  
Divas’ Dream. Each original creation reflects a 
radiant aspect of the Bvlgari woman – sophisticated,  
modern, classic, playful, dreamy – but she is always 
a diva. She is in constant evolution, never content 
to remain just one shade. Echoing the sensual parts 
of the female persona, Divas’ Dream embodies the 
ultimate in Italian femininity.

This popular American lifestyle brand truly embodies 
the easy and chic personal style of its Chairman, CEO 
and Designer, Tory Burch. Known for its colour, print 
and eclectic details, the brand spans ready-to-wear, 
shoes, handbags, accessories and watches, as well as 
home and beauty products. Since the launch of its 
first boutique in 2004, Tory Burch has been embraced 
by celebrities and trendsetters worldwide.

Inspired by Éric Rohmer’s 1972 film “Love in the 
Afternoon”, its latest collection fuses the nonchalance 
of streetstyle with a refined interpretation of 
sportswear classics and equestrian details, referencing 
the designer’s love for horse-riding. 

Silhouettes range from ‘70s-inspired A-line skirts to 
jodhpurs and track jackets for a modern wardrobe 
that can be mixed and layered to accommodate 
individual styles. Eveningwear takes on a relaxed and 
cool vibe with fluid gowns and pajama-style dressing. 
Sporty stripes, colourful jockey-silk patterns, vintage 
floral prints and even a print inspired by the brand’s 
Gemini Link motif underscore the collection’s tomboy 
chic appeal.
 
The brand’s tribute to fall is an earthy palette of rust, 
brown and plum balanced by morning fog and ivory, 
and infused with bold pops of red, blue and green. 
The easy and versatile vibe that runs through every 
piece will make you covet everything in this collection.

What A Girl Wants
TORY BURCH

A Diva In Every  
Woman
BVLGARI
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NEW NEW

Suit Up
LORD’s 1974

Side By Side
THE HOUR GLASS

Wild At Heart 
THREE

Kissed By A Rose 
LANCÔME

The Hour Glass Malaysia has once again reinforced its position as the premier 
watch retailer by bringing two of the world’s most recognisable luxury watch 
brands together under one roof at The Gardens Mall. The new neighbours, 
Patek Philippe and Rolex, have each embodied the values of watchmaking 
savoir-faire and ingenuity for more than a century. With both brands steeped 
in the rich heritage of Swiss watchmaking, every timepiece that bears the 
Patek Philippe Seal or Rolex Crown Emblem is revered as a sentimental status 
symbol to be treasured for generations. 

As the first Lancôme boutique opens its doors 
this holiday season, the vision of founder, Armand 
Petitjean, is even more profound - to have every 
woman who comes in to look beautiful and leave 
even happier. Celebrating 81 years of French 
beauty excellence, the brand unveils a sense of 
radiant elegance as it makes the essence of French 
beauty available to women everywhere. No matter 
her age or skin colour, each woman can enjoy the 
best that science and innovation has to offer at 
Lancôme, celebrating her beauty and femininity, 
and of course, happiness.

Malaysia’s first true luxury menswear 
designer has a long history and rich 
heritage of bespoke tailoring, offering 
timeless styles with a contemporary 
twist. Combining the finest fabrics 
sourced from globally-renowned mills 
with master craftsmanship, each 
creation is renowned for its timeless 
elegance. Choose LORD’s 1974 
ready-to-wear label that’s tailored 
with uncompromising quality, or opt 
for the custom clothing made-to-
measure program dedicated to fulfill 
your personal preference. LORD’s 
1974 provides the complete suiting 
experience that will meet the 
cornerstone of every man’s wardrobe 
in town.

Get your skin in tip-top shape for the 
year-end festivities with Japanese organic 
cosmetic and skincare brand THREE. 
Formulated using the finest ingredients, 
THREE products actively support the skin 
by boosting its natural beauty-enhancing 
mechanisms. Even the organic make-up 
range effectively functions as secondary 
skincare products. The brand recently 
released its limited edition Wild At Heart kit 
which comes with a four-shade eye colour 
palette to help create sophisticated depth, 
and an eye gloss stick to finish off the look 
with a luxurious dazzle for chic and gorgeous 
eyes. It’s time to show off your skin’s outer 
radiance, with the power of THREE.
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In Bloom
theOccasions Eventeur

NEW NEW

Here Comes  
�e Bride
CELEST THOI

Creative  
Collective 

THE STUDIO

Nestled in the rooftop arena, this private 
boutique caters to all special occasions, 
from Bridal gowns, Gala gowns to Bespoke 
shoes and accessories. Synonymous with 
her simple and elegant flair as well as eye  
for details, Thoi designs each gown 
individually, keeping in mind the bride's 
personality as well as the venue, be it a 
church, garden or beach wedding. She   
draws inspiration from everywhere and 
anywhere. Loving being a part of something 
so important, Thoi finds designing wedding 
gowns particularly fulfilling, seeing to 
every pretty and ethereal component that 
makes up this big day. It’s, after all, what 
dreams are made of.

The Studio is a 4,300 sq. ft. lifestyle 
concept store on the 6th Floor that 
supports ASEAN artists and designers 
by giving them a venue to showcase 
their designs or products. Currently it 
is host to Malaysian designers Khoon 
Hooi, Cassey Gan, the Nerd Unit and 
milliner Bremen Wong. There is also 
the “Artisanal Corner” with homemade 
products from entrepreneurs and 
small businesses. If you’re just looking 
for a pick-me-up, sit by the “Champers 
& Cawfee” bar and relax.

Professional floral boutique O Flwr by 
theOccasions Eventeur has built its reputation 
on creating the most unique and exquisite floral 
designs. Every delightful creation produced 
by O Flwr is a custom piece of art worthy of 
admiration and appreciation all on its own. With 
more than 30 years of combined creative 
expertise, its team of talented and highly 
regarded artists is ever ready to conceptualise 
and craft floral arrangements for any occasion, 
based on the specific needs of clients. For 
truly original floral design concepts with an 
artisanal touch, make a beeline for O Flwr on  
the 6th floor of The Gardens Mall.

One of the top wedding photographers in town, 
Mun Keat specialises in destination weddings, fine 
art portraits and travel photography. This avid 
camera collector owns more than 40 cameras, 
including Leica and medium-format cameras, which 
allows him to utilise a variety of formats to achieve 
the desired results in his professional work. Using a 
blend of digital and film-based analogue techniques, 
he constantly strives to produce the most beautiful 
photographs possible for his clients. He has travelled 
the world extensively on assignments, turning 
fleeting moments into everlasting memories with his 
simple, classic and timeless photography style.

Simple. Classic. 
Timeless.
MUNKEAT PHOTOGRAPHY
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NEW NEW

The international smartphone brand, OPPO is renowned 
for producing excellent camera phones. Its smartphone 
photography focuses on photography with its F-series 
Selfie Expert, OPPO F1 Plus and the latest OPPO F1s 
which features a 16-megapixel front camera and Beautify 
4.0. You don’t need to bring along a camera with you to 
take beautiful pictures anymore - just take your OPPO 
smart camera phone.

Lasting Impressions
LALIQUE

Stay Calm And  
Carry One
THERMOS

Home By Design
PROOF LIVING

Smile, You’re On 
Camera 
OPPO

Speakers’ Corner
B&W BOWERS & WILKINS

Stomping �e Yard 
JURASSICA

The ultimate symbol of French luxury, Lalique devotes 
75% of its production efforts to sculpting its much 
sought-after crystal creations. A single crystal piece 
can take up to 40 different steps to achieve the highest 
level of detail and finish. The Lalique range includes 
decorative and interior design crystal items, art pieces, 
fragrances, jewellery and much more. Whether as a 
gift or home decoration, Lalique is always a timeless 
favourite.

With the Thermos Experience shop making its debut at 
The Gardens Mall, Thermos fans will now have a one-stop 
shopping haven to fawn over the brand’s offerings, which 
include vacuum-insulated products such as flasks, carafes, 
cookware and Shuttle Chef. The store opening was also 
an opportunity to introduce Alfi, a well-established and 
award-winning German brand that has been innovating 
high quality, design-led vacuum products for over a century.

A purveyor of luxury furniture, Proof Living 
is dedicated to showcasing the finest luxury 
home furniture and accessory collections. It has 
a well-deserved reputation for having the most 
stunning showrooms and most comprehensive 
catalogue of designer labels. Visit the showroom 
to discover designer furniture brands like Baker, 
Barbara Barry, Walter Knoll, among others. 
Proof Living has all the designer pieces you need 
to create a timeless and contemporary home.

A mass extinction is in the horizon and the fate of mankind 
rests in your hands! Join our elite task force as we journey back 
to study the prehistoric era. Help scientists by collecting fossils 
in hopes of preventing the destruction of our modern world.
 
This vital mission takes you through rough terrains in the  
15,000 sq. ft. space. Climb extreme heights, face roaring 
dinosaurs, belay down cliffs and meet the closest living 
ancestors of the beasts. Are you ready? 

Audiophiles can turn to B&W Bowers & Wilkins 
for superb audio products, including speakers 
that are found in some of the world’s leading 
recording studios such as London’s Abbey Road and 
California’s Skywalker Sound. Setting the benchmark 
for high-performance hi-fi and home cinema sound, 
the brand also offers award-winning headphones as 
well as wireless speakers and car audio systems.
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NEW NEW

A Healthy Crunch
SIMPLY GREEN SALAD GALLERY

Say Cheese … Cake
UNCLE TETSU’S CHEESECAKE

�e Bun
BARCOOKLet’s Meat Up

SHINMAPO KOREAN BBQ

Tickle Me 
Pink
TICKLISH RIBS & WICHES

The only thing more satisfying than the warm, toasty 
scent of freshly-baked bread is sinking your teeth 
into its yummy goodness. At Barcook, on-site chefs 
prepare buns throughout the day, so you can enjoy 
them fresh and “still warm” from the oven. Available 
in all shapes and sizes, they present a tough choice, 
but you know you “knead” a treat, so why not have 
them all?

For delicious meals that are hearty and healthy, 
mosey on over to the Simply Green Salad Gallery. 
The menu has been specially prepared to provide 
nutrient-rich flavours with a good balance of fibre, 
protein and calories. This inviting eatery offers lots 
of yummy choices that will give you all-day energy. 
Just mix and match from the widest selection of 
fresh ingredients to feed your body and soul!     

BBQ pork ribs specialist Ticklish Ribs 
& ‘Wiches serves up porcine treats 
infused with distinctive Asian flavours 
and a generous side dish of humour. 
This fun and quirky restaurant 
promises patrons an unforgettable 
dining experience right from the get-
go. With its playful décor and cheekily 
named dishes such as Release the 
Cracken, Hamsup Ribs and Got Balls, 
you can expect nothing less than a 
rib-tickling good time here!

Meat lovers rejoice! Korea’s number 
one BBQ joint is firing up taste buds 
at The Gardens Mall. With more than 
500 outlets worldwide, Shinmapo is 
a gastronomic force to be reckoned 
with. The Korean BBQ experience is 
taken to a whole new level with 
premium pork cuts; Volcano Fried Rice; 
and the Seoul Train Soju Bomb, where 
shots of Soju (Korea’s most popular 
liquor) are dropped into glasses of beer.

You can’t call yourself a cheesecake lover until you’ve 
savoured Uncle Tetsu’s world-famous signature Japanese 
cheesecakes. Besides these light and fluffy cheesy 
wonders, the bakery’s line-up of heavenly desserts 
includes the Hat and Matcha series of cheesecakes, 
golden bite-sized Kurimi Cheesetarts and Uncle Tetsu 
Cheesesticks. All prepared and freshly baked daily using 
only the finest premium ingredients.
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Nail It
GLITTERS NAILS & WAXING SALON

Mind My French
LES NÉRÉIDES

Not Just A Pretty 
Face
BANILA CO. 

2 0 1 6  H O L I D A Y  C O L L E C T I O N

L O T  F - 2 3 5 ,  1 S T  F L O O R ,  T H E  G A R D E N S  M A L L

W I L D  A T  H E A R T

T H R E E  C o s m e t i c s  M Y @ T H R E E C o s m e t i c s M Y e n q u i r i e s @ t h r e e c o s m e t i c s . c o m . m y

The wild and fanciful universe of Les Néréides has 
always found its inspiration in travel, with its creators 
aiming to tell a story through each piece of jewellery. 
Now available in Malaysia at The Gardens Mall, Les 
Néréides creations are an incarnation of French 
refinement. Handmade and hand-painted, each piece 
is unique. Its offerings of jewellery, candles, fragrances 
and more make a delightful gift this holiday season.

The premier unisex nailcare and waxing salon makes  
its debut at The Gardens Mall this season, extending  
its award-winning offerings that have consistently 
received rave reviews. Highly trained technicians 
offer an array of services, all adhering to the highest 
standards of hygiene and safety and utilising products 
from leading brands including OPI, Cuccio, Gelish and 
CaronLab. From the latest in nail technology to its 
signature “Bare is Beautiful” waxing procedure, Glitters 
absolutely nails it.

One of Korea’s leading brands, Banila Co. is here at The 
Gardens Mall with products that cater to all the beauty 
needs of the modern, stylish woman. Recognising that 
beauty is more than just skin deep, the focus is instead on 
a beautiful lifestyle. Cleansing is a breeze with the ever-
popular Clean It Zero, while the latest Sleeping Essence 
moisturises and brightens your skin while you sleep. Check 
out Banila Co. for some of the best options for your skin.
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iNSTORE iNSTORE

Blurred Lines
BURBERRY

Sense And  
Sensibility
HERMÈS

Season’s Giftings
MULBERRY

How Bazar
BALENCIAGA

All About Accessories
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

Inspired by a reflection on the way a house 
changes its character over the centuries driven by 
the people, clothes and cultures that inhabit it, this 
season’s collection combines noble and authentic 
fabrics, blending denim and sweatshirting with 
cashmere and pyjama silks. Blurring masculine and 
feminine, casual and formal, night and day, it’s all 
mixed together to create a new reality born of all 
the moments that have gone before.

Highlights from the collection include 
deconstructed trench coats, regimental capes, 
coats and jackets, pea coats, pyjama-style trousers, 
shirts, shorts and ruffle-neck shirts. The Bridle 
Bag, a new runway design for men and women, 
takes its inspiration from classic British equestrian 
designs and Burberry’s own outdoor heritage.

If there’s a house which represents the core  
of the French establishment, it’s Hermès. Artistic 
director of women’s ready-to-wear Nadège 
Vanhee-Cybulski intuitively understands a woman’s 
sensibilities and it shows through and through in 
this season’s ready-to-wear collection. Rather than 
bend to fickle fashion, the looks are purer and 
simpler, with refined lines and fitted silhouettes for 
timeless everyday wear. It goes without saying that 
the leather and suede pieces are of unsurpassable 
quality. It’s also not surprising that the atelier that’s 
renowned for its use of fine leathers probably 
offers more luxe varieties that any other brand, 
setting the benchmark with beautiful materials to 
meet the different needs of daily life.

The fashion spotlight is shining brightly on Salvatore 
Ferragamo’s latest men’s and women’s accessory collections. 
Each one showcases an assortment of products, from shoes 
and bags to scarves, textile accessories and fashion jewellery. 
True to the Italian fashion house’s DNA, the collections 
feature a fusion of modern techniques, expert craftsmanship 
and iconic Ferragamo themes, coupled with an eclectic mix 
of materials. When viewed, they are sure to make heads turn.

Get a head start on your holiday shopping by 
exploring Mulberry’s Christmas and Gift Collection. 
It captures the excitement of the season with an 
inspiring medley of new colours and accessories, 
as well as the latest additions to the brand’s iconic 
Bayswater handbag family. With cute miniature 
bags and the elegant Abbey bag completing  
the collection, Mulberry makes gift shopping the 
pleasurable experience it should be.

For this season’s collection, artistic director Demna 
Gvasalia has raised the profile of the functional market 
hold-all to the aesthetic levels of haute couture with 
the Bazar bag. The shapes and motifs of the everyday 
are rendered in Balenciaga’s signature Arena leather 
and other luxe materials, all coloured in a rainbow 
of stripes. Just choose from an entire lexicon of 
accessories from runway totes to wallets.
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Le Huit
 Villa Noailles, Hyères

Boutique en ligne 

MASTER LANCEL_SS16_LE HUIT.indd   1 19/04/16   11:44

Graphic
 Villa Noailles, Hyères

Boutique en ligne 
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iNSTORE iNSTORE

Dino-Mite 
COACH Digital Life

EMPORIO ARMANI

Party Perfect
MICHAEL KORS

Back To Beautiful  
DIANE von FURSTENBERG

Premier League
LONGCHAMP

�e L Word
LANCEL

Disco-veries
kate spade new york

American luxury brand Coach celebrates its 75th anniversary with 
a colourful assortment of holiday gifts crafted in glove-tanned 
leather. The collection is headlined by the Coach Beasts, a pack of  
prehistoric mascots with their own unique personalities. These 
adorable characters appear on a wide range of leather bags and small 
leather goods, and are also available as charms. What better way to 
make a fierce (and fun) fashion statement than with dinosaurs?

Paying homage to the digital generation, Emporio Armani’s “Up 
To Date” menswear collection features innovative materials and 
techno-tailoring with a sharp focus on comfort. For millennial 
women, the “New Pop” collection melds classic styles with 
digital designs to create standout pieces that also reflect 
Armani’s signature aesthetic.

If you’re getting into the glamorous party spirit for the holidays, Michael 
Kors has something perfect for you. Start the season with jewel-toned 
velvets and crystal embellishments. Plush, quilted leather satchels, 
slouchy suedes and sequinned clutches complete the finished look. 
It’s a playful yet polished sensibility that innately suits the year-end 
festivities.

A sensual and powerful mood defines the latest collection of 
Diane von Furstenberg, which sees today’s sophisticated woman 
through all her significant moments whether it’s for work, travel 
or even a celebration. A back-to-basics approach celebrates the 
rich and glamorous heritage of the House of DVF, while bringing 
each piece beautifully into the moment with bold jewel tones, 
fresh silhouettes and prints that evoke sinuous movement and 
gorgeous depth.

Time stands still in the 1st arrondissement of Paris, the very heart of luxury and  
culture. Longchamp commemorates this Parisian district with a new iconic bag, 
the Paris Premier. Gently curved handles, brass hardware and impeccably crafted 
French calfskin recall a time-honoured luxury. Delicate hand-stitched details 
echo the heritage and authenticity of a city steeped in history. Discreet inner 
compartments safeguard the owner’s privacy. Meanwhile the patina on the matte 
leather can only improve with age. Just like Paris...

Celebrating 140 years of creation and innovation 
this year, Lancel is reinterpreting the Maison’s 
art deco motif. Called the “revolving L”, the motif 
is intensified by Lancel red to convey the brand’s 
image for this season – colourful and contemporary 
– in a variety of items including bags and jewellery.

The spirit of disco is evoked throughout the holiday 
collection, in the graphic use of colour, sprinkles of 
shimmer and magical versatility of styles that steal 
the spotlight. Whimsical looks are embellished with 
florals, sparkles and jewel tones, with a playful 
punctuation of bows, balloons, bunnies and even 
dinosaurs. For a twist on traditional holidays, no 
one does it like kate spade new york.
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iNSTORE iNSTORE

Street Smart
A|X ARMANI EXCHANGE

�e Rebellion 
CALVIN KLEIN PLATINUM

Back To �e ‘90s 
DKNY

Sports Illustrated
TOD’S

To Infinity And Beyond
T.M. LEWIN

In �e Shadows
BOSS

Armani Exchange’s Fall/Winter 2016 collection 
opens up a new perspective on modern dressing, one 
that’s influenced by street style and functionality. 
Transitional styles with clean tailoring in youthful 
prints are brought to life by superior craftsmanship 
and quality materials. From the catwalk to the 
streets, the future of fashion has never looked  
so good.

Rebellious, subversive and sensual, Calvin Klein  Platinum’s 
Fall 2016 collections represent an empowering  
interpretation of the brand’s iconic staples, which 
have been reimagined for today’s generation of  
non-conformists. The look book is characterised by  
pre-millennium fashion influences with unexpected 
colours and fabric combinations. 

The DKNY designers just want to have fun. Revisiting the brand’s 
nineties roots, the collection “celebrates the obvious while turning 
things on their heads and flipping them inside out”. It also explores and 
deconstructs the brand’s tailoring and pinstripes while playing with 
proportions of what people were wearing when DKNY first burst onto 
the scene.

The fashion inspiration behind the Italian leather 
house's latest Fall Winter 2016 collection is 1930s 
sporting elegance with a contemporary touch. 
Embodying TOD'S classic craftsmanship are headline 
pieces such as the high heel ankle boot and Double 
T bag. The collection’s underlying style is natural 
and refined, embellished with saddlery detailing, 
geometric patchwork, tartan-inspired prints and 
irregular stitches. For a dash of Italian flair, you can 
always count on TOD’S to deliver. 

Combining top quality fabric, durability and a great fit, T.M. Lewin’s 
new Infinity Suit is tailor-made to meet the demands of modern 
working life. Taking inspiration from the finest traditions of British 
cloth manufacturing, the suit promises better protection against 
crushing and creasing. So if you’re looking for a suit that helps you 
stay sharp all day long, look no further than the Infinity Suit.

The BOSS Fall/Winter 2016 Collection presents an artistic take on  
light and shadow. The juxtaposition of shiny and matte, textured 
and smooth, uses the impact of light on different surfaces to strike a 
distinctive pose. The BOSS tailoring DNA ensures that clean cuts and 
sharp silhouettes are the signature, with colour, detail and combinations 
heralding a new mood. Each German-made piece combines expert 
craftsmanship with cutting-edge technology for a look that’s precise, 
masculine and sartorial.
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Urban Warriors 

WAREHOUSE

Me, Myself And I
KAREN MILLEN

Walk In Africa
LACOSTE

Better Together
LEVI’S®

Fit For Every Moment
DOCKERS®

�e Show Must 
Go On
BCBGMAXAZRIA

Taking the urban landscape as its palette, Warehouse 
Autumn Winter 2016 collection is set to wow 
modern women who truly live and breathe the 
metropolitan vibe. It offers an eclectic mishmash 
of styles, from vintage-inspired prints and fashion 
denim to Modern Bohemia silk tie-dye luxe tees and 
‘60s Brit mod pieces. All brought together with a 
polished eccentricity that could only be British.

Individual style lies at the heart of Karen Millen, the 
go-to womenswear label for a sophisticated everyday 
wardrobe. Its latest collection sees the design team 
bringing a hint of playfulness, eclecticism and refinement 
to beautifully crafted pieces. Intriguing details flatter 
the form while a bold emphasis on colours, shapes and 
silhouettes add personality to the look. Whatever she 
chooses, the Karen Millen woman has so many options 
to express her individuality.

While trends come and go, style, legacy and authenticity 
live on forever. With over 140 years of denim history, 
Levi’s® jeans are still as relevant today as they were in 
1873, and that is what makes them true icons. For this 
Holiday Season, it is about capturing the energy and 
excitement of how the holidays bring us together with 
the people we love, just as celebrating the way Levi’s® 
clothes go together so effortlessly. So come together in 
style, turn the music up loud and have a blast.

The muse behind BCBGMAXAZRIA’s Fall 2016 collection 
is a performer whose individualistic style reveals her 
artistic ingenuity. Enveloped in a rich winter palette, the 
collection expresses a whimsical and carefree aesthetic 
with shimmering knits and slashed leggings, concealed 
beneath linear silhouettes to amplify her choreographed 
layers. A patchwork mix of hand knits, raw denim and 
woolen stripes keeps audiences captivated while striking 
a balance between formal and informal.

The Dockers® brand has embodied the spirit of khaki for  
nearly 30 years. First introduced in 1986 as an alternative 
between jeans and dress pants, Dockers® is positioned as the 
khaki authority with a range of inspired products from head 
to toe. In this season’s “Fit For Every Moment” campaign, 
Dockers® aimed to capture authentic relationships and 
moments through different occasions. Whether it’s the Jean 
Cut for the weekend or Best Pressed for something more 
formal, Dockers® is making it easier to shop for versatile, 
essential styles.

For this “Holiday Collector” edition, Lacoste collaborates with Jean-Paul 
Goude, a famous “Graphic Artist” with an unforgettable mark on the 
80s and 90s through his work with his muse Grace Jones and various 
tv spots he did for brands such as Chanel, Perrier and the Galeries 
Lafayette. Today, the Lacoste crocodile is seen through the eyes of 
Jean-Paul Goude. He designs not only the logo on limited-editions but 
also its’ packagings and ad campaigns. The collection speaks of the 
imaginary Africa of his childhood, his love of dance and his infatuation 
with the Bauhaus.
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Fossilised
FOSSIL

Amazon Grace 
RIMOWA

Tough ‘n Go
TUMI

Aquaracer 
TAG HEUER

Time For Everyone 
TOYWATCH & CERUTTI 1881

A Star Is Born
BELL & ROSS

19 Degrees, Tumi’s first ever aluminium luggage collection, 
features a reinforced case design and die-cast corner caps 
for added protection as well as the finest aesthetic and 
organisational touches. The leading international luxury travel 
brand has also debuted its lightest luggage collection, the 
V3. Designed for travellers who value the brand for its time-
tested endurance, these polycarbonate bags are engineered 
to offer unparalleled strength and impact resistance.

Elegant and charming are just two words to describe 
the Aquaracer Lady 300M, TAG Heuer’s latest 
incarnation of its beloved Aquaracer sports watch. 
An effortless blend of feminine style and strength, 
this full-ceramic quartz watch is water-resistant to 
300m and features the instantly recognisable uni-
directional rotating bezel with large luminous markers 
on the indices and hands for improved visibility. The 
watch is available in colour variants of white or black. 

Three distinctively different brands take centre stage 
this season with their latest timepiece collections. 
A throwback to the good old days of timeless style, 
the Bonia BNB10242 also exudes modernity. For 
sportier individuals, the MINI 160 Collection is 
available in a variety of colours to help make a bold 
personal statement. Then, there is the Volterra 
from Cerruti 1881, a distinguished wristwatch that 
appeals to masculine sensibilities. So many choices, 
so little time.

When it comes to making gift-giving as stress-free as possible,  
look no further than Fossil. This season, the brand jumps into  
colour and newness with both feet by introducing Fossil products 
that are as nice to give as they are to receive. For instance, in the 
Fossil Q Smartwatch, touchscreen functionality meets classic good 
looks, culminating in the perfect gift. Paired with personalisation 
options like engraving, each Fossil gift will feel as though it was 
made specially in Santa’s own workshop.

German luggage manufacturer RIMOWA produces 
some of the most highly regarded luggage lines in 
the world, and is a favourite among sophisticated 
travellers. It is hardly surprising then that the 
brand’s new luxury range of polycarbonate cases, 
Bossa Nova, is turning heads with its striking 
design. Inspired by celebrated botanical artist 
and environmentalist Margaret Mee, this elegant 
collection evokes the lush greenery found in the 
Amazon rainforest of Brazil. 

In the honour of stars, Bell & Ross has created the BR S 
Diamond Eagle. They form a mini Milky Way encapsulated in 
a watch and stones are set in the pattern of the Aquila (means 
“Jupiter’s Eagle in latin) Constellation on the refined midnight 
blue sunray dial. This BR S Diamond Eagle will certainly make 
ladies swoon. Meanwhile, the Vintage BR Aeronavale features 
the iconic blue and gold colour codes and rich details of the 
naval officer’s uniform which symbolizes military excellence and 
tradition. Designed for pilots, the Vintage BR Aeronavale is a time 
measuring instrument that marries functionality and elegance.
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ZSISKA • NATURE BIJOUX

Perfectly  
Imperfect

A Real Life Fairy Tale
DEGEM

Love Story
LOVE & CO.

Trendsetters
TSL JEWELLERY

Making  
Memories Last
THOMAS SABO
German-based lifestyle brand Thomas Sabo’s 
Love Bridge jewellery range is all about 
personalisation and creating meaningful tokens 
of love through custom engraving. Whether it’s 
a life motto, a special date to remember or a 
loved one’s name on a bracelet or necklace, an 
engraved piece of Love Bridge jewellery makes 
a wonderful gift for any occasion. The line has 
now been expanded to include the romantic 
Love Bands range of rings, bracelets, necklaces 
and symbolic Love Coins pendants. With 
their diverse engraving possibilities, you can 
now express your feelings or capture a special 
moment in time for eternity.

Trust Zsiska to find beauty within 
imperfections. That’s the inspiration 
behind the Wabi-Sabi “Perfectly Imperfect” 
collection that takes quirky and different 
to a whole new level. Stunning pieces are 
beautifully assembled, and are available in 
silverish, goldish and copperish pink to make 
choosing even more of a challenge. This 
season from Nature Bijoux, the Kintsugi 
collection is inspired by the Japanese art of 
repairing pottery or ceramics with lacquer 
mixed with powdered gold, resulting in the 
exquisite Nature Bijoux’s “Pure, Mineral & 
Elegant”. Elegantly crafted with hematite, 
grey ebony, lava stone and agate, each piece 
makes a statement that’s hard to ignore.

Dreams do come true, as fairy tales are brought to life 
through remarkable elements, icons and colours. Evoking 
the warm memories of our childhood, these beautiful 
pieces of jewellery are inspired by tales of the Little 
Mermaid, the Lion King and more. Gorgeous butterflies and 
graceful swallows tell a tale all their own. Mystical dream 
carriages feature delightful mechanisms to move with your 
touch. Discover the whimsical beauty of DeGem’s Fairy 
Tale collection, which is sure to live happily ever after.

What better way to charm your way into your 
beloved’s heart than with the LVC Love Story 
locket pendant? There are so many ways to declare 
your love with a host of exquisite charms available 
in alluring rose gold or classic white gold. Why not 
go all the way with a luxurious white gold pendant 
adorned with diamonds? Intricately handmade by 
master craftsmen, it makes the perfect gift, adding 
a touch of artistry to the oldest story of all.

From its modest beginnings in Hong Kong, TSL Jewellery has 
grown into an international jewellery group with more than  
300 boutiques across the Asia Pacific region. Imbued with the 
spirit of true artisans, TSL Jewellery takes pride in standing true 
to its core brand positioning of “Trendsetting Craftsmanship”. 
The popular jewellery group is motivated to deliver superb 
craftsmanship and meticulous workmanship, the hallmarks of 
quality products.
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Party Time
ALDO

Comfort Cool
GEOX

A Grand Holiday
COLE HAAN

It’s the end of the year, and what better way to 
party than to slip into some glittery, shimmery 
shoes? Like a sky-high stiletto in a celebratory 
colour, or even a platform in royal purple? The 
dress code for festivities, whether it’s office 
parties or a night on the town with the girls, calls 
for jewel-encrusted clutches and the ultimate pair 
of heels, so party on down to Aldo.

Introducing a revolutionary new feel, Cole Haan 
unveils GrandRevølution, the 360° reinvention of 
dress footwear from the inside-out to give its loyalists 
everything they need, and nothing they don’t. The 
holiday launch of the brand’s new collection ties a 
big, blue bow around this groundbreaking reinvention. 
Whether it’s the astonishing designs or the high-wattage 
charge of dress pumps, the latest offerings from this 
proponent of elegant innovation ensure a grand holiday 
season to usher in the new year.

Well-being is the first and foremost inspiration 
behind the new Geox holiday season collection, 
where technological development always 
reflects the tastes and trends of contemporary 
design. Geox shoes are the latest “Comfort 
Cool” accessory that combines creativity, 
lightness and flexibility, to make life easier. It 
distinguishes every step in its functionality and 
appearance, quality and style, in all weather 
conditions and locations, from city streets to 
the great outdoors.
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We Invented 
Casual
HUSH PUPPIES

Beautiful Soles
PRETTY BALLERINAS

Elemental, My Dears
PONEY

Little Rock Stars 
KIDS AROUND

Pinky Promise
KIDSTYLE / KIDSPORT

Although the Pretty Ballerinas brand is 
relatively new, the shoes have been lovingly 
handcrafted in the same village on the 
Mediterranean island of Menorca since 1918. 
Contrary to its name, Pretty Ballerinas’ range 
of comfortable footwear extends beyond 
ballerinas and flats to sneakers, loafers, 
espadrilles and avarcas. The brand has a 
huge celebrity following, and is well known 
for its wide array of styles as well as unusual 
colour and material combinations. Feminine-
chic designs with dainty details, artisanal 
craftsmanship and the highest quality materials 
make Pretty Ballerinas shoes the perfect 
addition to every fashionable wardrobe.

This season, Hush Puppies captures what it means 
to be casual with fun, timeless styles that are 
comfortable and easy to wear, invoking effortless 
looks that are ready for just about anything. With 
an authenticity that is both real and actionable, its 
designs stand the test of time and don’t waiver 
from season to season. Meant for long days at 
work or weekends of exploring, Hush Puppies 
for both men and women are exceptionally 
comfortable and fuss-free. Choose from a colour 
palette inspired by rich fall colours and a seventies 
influence. It’s a celebration of where the brand 
has been and where it’s headed because Hush 
Puppies are everyone’s favourite pair of shoes for 
multiple wearing occasions.

Help your kids rock the style stakes with some 
fabulous new designer outfits from Kids Around. 
For a contemporary casual look with timeless style, 
BOSS Kidswear fits the bill nicely with its distinctive 
themes of mod London cool and countryside 
classics. Adding a playful, modern twist to old-
school styles, Little Marc Jacobs gives a shout out 
to its New York City roots with a collection that 
has an unmistakable urban edge.

Keep your little ones warm and cosy with PONEY’s Winter 
2016 collection. Inspired by magical scenes and snowy 
landscapes, the collection is aptly themed “Elemental”. 
The girls’ line includes cardigans knitted from super soft 
cotton, pompom-trimmed blouses and lace-trimmed 
pleated tops. Fashion-conscious boys are equally spoilt for 
choice with shawl-collared cardigans and other charming 
ensembles in a mélange of blue, white and golden brown.

Nibbling at tiny toes and kisses rained on the 
softest skin. Little snuggles to big hugs to the 
first day of school … it’s a journey taken by 
parents and their little ones that’s celebrated 
at Kidstyle/Kidsport. The simple joys of 
baby’s firsts in everything can be captured in 
babysoft knits and colour-coordinated sets. 
For your heart’s joy, only the finest quality 
will do, making every moment with your child 
comfortable and oh, so easy.
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Cool Destination
PLANET 1 DEGREE

Highest Purity 
MARQ OPTIC GALLERY

Better Vision, Better 
Style by Saint Laurent
BETTER VISION

One-stop travel store, Planet 1 Degree, offers a great 
selection of travel essentials, winter apparel and luggage 
that cater to the constantly changing needs of modern 
travellers. Many of the world’s most renowned travel 
brands are available here including Universal Traveller, 
TravelPro, Ricardo, Heys and Airways. Whether it’s for 
leisure or business, rest assured that Planet 1 Degree has 
something for every travel occasion.

MARQ Optic Gallery introduces Four Nines (999.9), the No. 1 eyewear in 
Japan, to discerning clients. Taking its name from the inscription on a gold 
bar which denotes the highest purity, the Four Nines concept is based on 
the idea that glasses should be fine tools. Using materials that match the 
latest designs, Four Nines pursues the perfect combination of functionality 
and style, comfort and durability.

Eyewear has never been so trendy, with haute couture 
lending its fashion forward looks to what used to be plain and 
nerdy. Better Vision presents a range by Saint Laurent Paris, 
energised by Creative Director Hedi Slimane. Choose from a 
range of smoking hot frames and sunglasses that are timeless, 
retro or Californian chic, so you not only see better but also 
look incredible.
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Grey Matters
 
When it comes to fashion, less is really more. Marking a return to 
simplicity, the unassuming grey colour palette speaks volumes about 
the popularity of modern minimalism. This time around, our fashion 
spread pays tribute to this noble colour by capturing stunning 
sartorial moments in black and white.

Hair Styling: CENTRO W Salon      Make Up: THREE
Manicure: Glitters Nails & Waxing Salon

On Dimmi: 24 Relax Black Blazer,  
Popeline White Shirt, 

St Germain Cotton Black Pants and 
Richelieu Napoli Men’s Shoes  

by Hermès.

On Elena: Cashmere Double Face Coat, 
Foulard Cady Leger Silk Black Dress,

Nadia Ladies Boots and 
Bolide Secret Bag by Hermès.



On Adela: Zig Zag Ceylon Belt, Zig Zag Aileen Shoulder Bag 
and Fergie Heels by Salvatore Ferragamo.

On Ben: Plain-Toe Oxford by Salvatore Ferragamo.

On Elena: Serpenti Necklace and Earrings in  
18 kt White Gold with Emeralds and Pavé Diamonds, 

Serpenti Ring in 18 kt White Gold 
with full Pavé Diamonds by Bvlgari.



On Ben: Tartan Cotton Shirt, Blue Cotton Trousers, 
Daino (Calf Leather) Drivers Shoes 

and Saffiano Leather Briefcase by Prada.

On Dimmi: Wool Cashmere Trench Coat and Straight Fit Denim Jeans 
by Burberry.

On Elena: Topstitch Detail Shift Dress and Wool Cashmere Military Jacket  
by Burberry, Necklace, Earrings and Ring from Diamonds of Light,  
Luxe Collection by Le Lumiere.



On Adela: Printed Coat in Calfskin Fur,  
Dress in Wool and Lurex, 

Ankle Boots in Calf Fur and 
Le Pliage Héritage Luxe Handbag in Calf Fur Trimmed 

with Smooth Calfskin Leather by Longchamp.

On Elena: Diamond Ikat Strappy Dress by Warehouse.
Ella Red Three Strap by Pretty Ballerinas.



1. Charile de Lancel by Lancel.
2. Elidia Loafers by Geox.

3. Ava Extra-Small Crystal Saffiano Crossbody by MICHAEL Michael Kors.
4. Blackout City S by Balenciaga.

5. Crystal Sharp Toe Heels by Lewre.
6. Maple in Black, Oxblood, Canary Smooth Calf and White Shiny Goat with Studs by Mulberry.

7. Beasts Small Wristlet in Red by Coach.
8. Cameron Street Large Lane Bag by kate spade new york. 

9. Lace-Up Ankle Boots by TOD’S.
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On Elena: Chelsea Gown and Dewy Tulle Heels 
by Celest Thoi. Mandy in Shell Grey by The Playground Borneo.

On Dimmi: Grey Flower Embroidered Slim-Fit Wool Suit, 
White Tuxedo Bib-Front Slim-Fit Cotton Shirt and 

7.5cm Black Koi Fish Microfiber Satin Woven Tie by LORD’s 1974. 



On Dimmi: Leather Jacket, White Slim Fit Shirt, 
Cotton/Silk Polka Dot Tie and Canvas Chinos by  

Massimo Dutti, Harrison Grand Short Wingtip Oxford  
in British Tan by Cole Haan.

Bossa Nova in Jet Green/Beige by RIMOWA.

On Adela: Sakura Dress and 
Fur Trim Sandals by Karen Millen.  

Earrings and Ring from 
Sterling Silver Collection 

by Thomas Sabo.

MOSSI Amber Vase and 
TOURBILLONS Vase 

(Light Green) by Lalique.  



On Elena: Jacket in Crepe, Trousers in  
Technical Fabric, Brooch and Lady Hat  
by Emporio Armani.

On Dimmi: Fine Stretch Wool Tailored Jacket,  
Short Sleeved Shirt and Fine Stretch Wool  
Tailored Pants by CK Platinum.

Zeppelin Wireless Speaker in White  
by B&W Bowers & Wilkins.
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